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India Ke
Do Pahiye

India is rising again. It is the patience and determination of every Indian that is taking 
it to newer heights. But all of us know that this cannot be done alone and to support 
every Indian in this endeavor is Activa, India�s favourite two-wheeler. For over 2 
decades now, Activa has not only transformed the lives of millions of Indians, but also 
created a long lasting relationship with them. It is this relationship that shall take 
India forward by being the two wheels of India. This relationship will also show the 
world that India is not just rising again but �ying high with its wings wide open.

Aap aur Activa,



Experience the globally acclaimed 
eSP technology that reduces 
friction & improves combustion, 
delivering class leading 
performance & mileage.

The winning combination of a 
completely new engine platform and 
Honda�s globally acclaimed eSP 
technology delivers 10%^ more mileage.

10%^ More Mileage

Programmed
Fuel Injection
Sensor based PGM-FI system 
constantly adjusts the air/fuel mixture, 
as per the ride mode and conditions 
allowing complete combustion. This 
results in consistent performance, 
better fuel ef�ciency, all weather start 
and lesser emissions.

Activa 6G is equipped with ACG starter, 
which starts the engine silently by 
removing the gear meshing noise. It 
also reduces maintenance.

Silent Start with ACG

10%10%



Programmed
Fuel Injection

Sail through rough roads and uneven paths on 
Activa 6G with its bigger front wheel and 
telescopic suspension.

Bigger Front Wheel with
Telescopic Suspension

Fuel �lling right at your �ngertips. Now get fuel �lled 
while sitting on your scooter.

Double Lid External Fuel Fill



Activa 6G features prudent Instrument Panel 
depicting all the micro details required.

Elegant Instrument Panel

Large storage space to accommodate whatever you want, 
from full face helmet to shopping bags.

Ample Under Seat Storage Space
v








